EconoTrim

TM

EconoTrim Meets Fixture A Match Made in Heaven
The new EconoTrim provides you with an easy,
stylish, and inexpensive way to mount signage
directly to your fixture. Its tool-free assembly and
adhesive-backing make it easy to mount to most
any flat surface. Plus, the EconoTrim is always cut
to your size making it easy to fit onto your unique
fixture design.

• Unique plastic design makes
mounting your signage
inexpensive.
• Adhesive-backing makes it easy
to attach to almost any fixture.
• Patent-pending back-lip on rail
makes it easy for store staff to slide
graphics in and out for changing.
• Always cut to match the exact
graphic size you need for your
distinct fixture.
Color Options

12ET100

12ET100

12ET200

12ET200

black with mitered
corners

silver with mitered
corners

black with rounded
corners

silver with rounded
corners

Always cut to your exact specifications.
www.rosedisplays.com

EconoTrim

EconoTrim Example
12ET100 & 12ET200

Substrate Possibilities

Example Graphic Size

Substrates should be rigid or semi-rigid. For thin, flexible substrates use backer
boards or clear protective liners, sold separately. Please call for details.

maximum thickness
equivalent to:
3.5” floppy disk

Mitered
8 1/2” x 11”

inches

millimeters

points

22” x 28”

3/32”

2 mm.

80 pt.

24” x 36”

Rounded
Sizes reflect combined laminate and substrate thickness.

8 1/2” x 11”
22” x 28”
24” x 36”
Note: All prices listed are based on a sideload frame. Please call for top-load pricing.

Live Area Calculator

Graphic
8.5” x 11”
Adhesive-backing makes it easy to attach to almost any fixture.

EconoTrim Accessories

12ET100

Live Area
7.25” x 9.75”

“Live area” is the amount of your graphic
actually shown when placed in a frame.
When you put a graphic into an EconoFrame,
a 5/8” margin is covered by the frame.

Technical Information
Substrates should be rigid or semi-rigid.
Black EconoTrim is not recommended for use
in areas receiving direct sunlight.
Graphic size minimum for miter cut frame is
5" x 5". Minimum for rounded corner frames
is 5.25" x 5.25".

12-0306
.030 PETG Liner
Clear

8.5” x 11”
22” x 28”
36” x 48”
Other sizes available.
Call for pricing.

Maximum length for loading side is 36" for miter
or rounded corners. Maximum size for nonloading side is 120".
Black or silver plastic. Custom colors also
available; 10,000ft. minimum and an up
charge may apply. Call for pricing.
Available with miter cut corners or rounded
corners. Rounded corners available in black
and silver to match the frame.
Protective liners sold separately.
Call for details.

1- 800 - 631-9707

Frames

Assembly required.
We can assemble for an additional fee.

